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Abstract 
Beam behavior under high beam current has been 

investigated at low energy on SORTEC SR ring. Horizontal 
head-tall effect is stablllzed with a positive chromaUcity. A 
Iongitudina.1 coupled bunch signal related to the higher 
modes of the accelerating cavity is observed. Applying a high 
acceleraUn,g voltage, beam storage of 115OmA has been 
confirmed atnd the beam llfetlme was Investigated. 

1 .Introduction 
SORTEC SR ring is the dedicated machlne for the SR 

source operating successfully since 1989. Recently. as the 
feasiblllty study of an upgrade of the ring to 5OOmA at 
lGeV[l]. machine studies have been done at low beam 
energy, malnly at GOOMeV, where a high beam current Is 
attainable with the existing RF system. Various collective 

effects are clearly seen at low energy due to the low rigidity of 
the beam and the results are compared to our nominal 1 GeV 
data. Our operation parameters are summarized In Table 1. 

2.Beam Behavior at High Current 

2.1 Horizontal Head-Tail Effect 
During injection. a horizontal beam oscillation is appeared. 

Since the natural chromaticlty of the ring Is negattve. the 

effect Is considered as the head-tail oscillation. 

The oscillation stopped by lncreaslng the chromatlcity 5 
(defined as Av/[Ap/p)) by the sextupole magnet. The 

necessary chromatlclty on beam current Is shown In Fig.1 for 
6OOMeV and 1GeV. 
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Flg.1 Necessary chromatlcity for the suppresslon of the 

head tail effect. 

Table 1 . Summary of the operation parameters. 

operation mode 

t:(GelJ) beam energy 
ItmR) beam current 
l:(h) beam lifetime 
f in] (Hz) InJection cycle 

\IH/Vy betatron tune 2.20/2.23 2.143/2.149 2.142/2.20 2.191/2.182 
[Sx/Py(m) avg. beta function 4.36/6.55 4.4115.93 4.23/6.47 4.2715.75 
K coupling of beta func. 0.1 1 0.1 I 
cx/cytPm rad) emlttance 0.622/0.062 0.35/0.35 0.193/0.019 0.1 l/O.1 I 
1;xo/{y0 natural chromaticity -2.99/-0.20 -2.10/-1.61 
W5Y chromatlclty 2.261-I .63 10.7516.84 
CL momentum compaction 0.185 0.184 0.172 0.174 

f\P/PtxlO-3) momentum spread 0.462 0.278 

L(m) ring circumference 
fRF(MHz) RF frequency 
IreutMHz) revolution frequency 
h/B harmonics/bunch no. 
FlshtMohm) shunt impedance 

p(o) coupling factor 

45.73 
118 
6.5556 
18/18 
I .35 
1.77 

WO(keU) radlatlon loss 31.83 4.126 

Uc(kU) cauity gap uoltage 100 83 
fr(kHz) synchrotron frequency 46.3 46.1 54.3 54.1 
P(kW) RF powertMa~ I4ktlJ) 12 12 
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2.2 Tune Shift Measurements 
A hlgh chromattcity and a high beam current can modulate 

the betatron tune of the beam. The tune shift on beam 
current was measured at GOOMeV and the results are shown 

In Flg.2. In addition to the main peak Im=Ol. peaks from the 

transverse dipole mode (m=+ 1) excited by the hlgh 
chromattclty appeared from the low current. An effective 
transverse ring Impedance can be extracted from these 
data121 and the results are as follows. 
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Fig.2 Tune shift on beam current at GOOMeV. 

Fortunately. ,the tune shift is small compared to the 
synchrotron tune and the mode coupling tnstablllty reported 
from several rings[21[3] was not seen. On the other hand. 
cares are paid on. the operation tune to avoid the synchro- 
betatron resonanc~es at 

vx - vy = fnvs (n=1,2), vs: synchrotron tune 
where an injection efficiency drops. 

2.3 Longitudlndl Coupled Bunch Oscfflation 
Slde bands due to the bunch oscillation are seen In the 

frequency spectra of the pick up slgnal as shown in FIg.3 for 
ICeV and 6OOMeV. Observed threshold currents (Ith) for the 

side bands was 1!2OmA for IGeV and 4mA for 6OOMeV. Since 
their frequency can be decomposed as 

f = nfW f [8frev+fs) (n: lnteger) 

these peaks are related to the longitudinal coupled bunch 
oscillation with 11s mode number 8. Actually the measured 
resonant frequencies of RF cavity at hlgh frequency regton. 
shown tn Flg.4. has a strong peak at 1245.5MHz that colnclde 
to the observed side band. 

According to ref.4. the threshold current of the effect 

scales to the beam energy wtth the power of 6. above values 
are reasonable. 
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Fig.3 Frequency spectra below and above the threshold 

currents. 
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Fig.4 A measured resonant frequency spectrum of RF cavity 

To lnvestlgate the longitudinal behavior. we measured the 
bunch length of the beard??]. A system consisting of a fast 
photo dlode sensor and a sampling oscilloscope has been 
applied to measure the bunch length. Figure 5 shows the 
results for 6OOMeV and 1GeV. A kink can be seen on the 
figure at the same pOSitiOn as Ith for the 1GeV data While nO 

clear kink can be seen for the 6OOMeV data. The ntted 
power. 0.22, on beam of the bunch length above lth at 1GeV 

agree well to the theoretical value l/5 tn the ref.4 whlle the 
value 0.05 for 6OOMeV disagrees to It. Since the measured 
region Is much hlgher than the threshold current for latter 
case, the measurement seems affected by the longftudlnal 
oscillation of the bunch. The longitudfnal ring impedance 
extracted from the Itb obtained for the IGeV data gives thr 

followtng value. 
IZ///nl = 5.23(ohm) 
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Pig.5 Bunch length versus beam current. 

3.Beam Performance under High Current 

A typlcal operatlon pattern of high current beam storage 
experiment at 6OOMeV Is shown In Flg.6. A higher 
chromaticity around 10 and an accelerating voltage 83kV that 
Is higher than the value requested by the RF phase stablllty 
under high b’eam load[dl are applied to reduce the drop of the 
Injection efficiency above 7OOmA. The phenomena seem the 
combined effects of the longttudinal coupled bunch, 
shortening of beam llfetlme or the effect due to the trapped 
ton. The confirmed maxlmum beam current 115OmA was 
simply limited by the RF power. The applied ion clearing 
voltage to cancel the beam potential was -2kV. The beam Is 
stable during the storage mode. In the figure. the usual “flat 
beam” mode is applied during Injectton while the “round 
beam” mode whose operating point is close to the difference 
resonance VX-vyz0 [7] Is applied for the storage, The beam 
llfetlme at IOOOmA is 3h for “round beam” and 30min for “flat 
beam” that is much short compared to 60h at 1GeV. 2OOmA. 

Figure 7 shows the lifettme calculated for the “round beam” 
based on the Touschek lifetime and beam-gas llfetime for 
different beam energy and current. As seen from the figure. at 
GOOMeV, the beam llfetime is mainly determlned by the 
Touschek lifetime. Calculated 1ifeUme 5h is not far from the 
measured 3h 
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Fig.7 Calculated beam lifetime based on Touschek 
and beam-gas lifetime. 

4.Conclusions 
Several collectlve effects are seen at tbe low beam energy 

and compared to the theory. We confirmed the stable beam 
storage over 1OOOmA at 6OOMeV with the properly chosen 
parameters In spite of these collective effects. Since the 
instability threshold increases at 1GeV and the beam lifetime 
extends as It IS free from the limiting Touschek term, our 
upgrade to 5OOmA at 1GeV with the beam lifetime around 
20h turned out feasible. If the heat problems are properly 
treated, beam storage over IOOOmA at the beam energy 
around IGeV seems possible on this type of the ring. 
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Fig.6 Typical operation of Ngh current beam storage 
experiment at 6OOMeV. 


